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We think a lot when it comes to gifting something to people who are close to us. We need to gift
something or the other to the people in family, friends, office colleagues and sometimes neighbors.
We can't afford to miss important people in life and especially the gesture of giving gifts on special
occasions like birthdays and anniversaries. The market is flooded with options and you will find a lot
of options to gift. But again, there will be a problem in selecting the perfect gift because you want to
gift something which is useful and remembered by the loved one. Therefore, you need to be very
cautious about choosing the gift. The safest option among the lists of gifts is bags. Bags are the
most useful gift you can give to someone. They help them to keep their stuff and make their hang
outs easy and comfortable. A variety of handbags can be gifted depending upon the usage of an
individual.

Here is a list of bags that you can gift to people you love-

a. Tote bags- These bags are used by almost everyone. This bag is big, spacious and anyone can
carry their useful things easily. One can put her clothes as well, if she plans a sleep over at a
friend's place. They are chic, stylish and showcase a person's fashion sense as well. It can also be
used as a kind of travel bag in which you can keep things like first-aid kit, makeup and toiletries.

b. Hobo Bag- This bag is for the one who loves to flaunt her style and is a fashion conscious
woman. This bag is large and categorized by crescent shape. It has got a slouchy posture and has
got a long strap designed to wear over the shoulder. They come in varied designs and styles for the
woman. So if your friend loves to be in style and keep herself updated in fashion then hobo bag is
the best option to gift. You will find branded hobo bags in the market, so now you need not worry
about the authenticity of the article that you are purchasing.

c. Travel Bags- Most of our friends love to travel. So, why not gift them a travel bag so that
whenever and wherever they travel the bag reminds them about you. A lot of styles, colors and
brands are there who are manufacturing world-class travel bags. You will find a lot of brands such
as VIP, American Tourister, Case Logic, AT, Travel Blue and many other brands. Travel bags are in
any way useful to everyone.

d. Clutches- The small bags are always in fashion. Clutches are a kind of bag which ladies takes to
the parties and functions. In short, it is a party bag. They are chic, classy and fashionable. Girls
carry them quite often to parties and formal outings. They are small and do not have much space
inside therefore, one cannot keep all the stuff but can limit down to a mobile phone, gloss and some
cash.
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